Tools of the Trade:

GaUging
FEAR
A growing number of
investors have been
wagering billions of
dollars on investor anxiety
using the CBOE Volatility
Index. Robert Whaley,
the father of the fear
gauge, explains to Opto
how the metric might
be misunderstood

AS MARKETS PLUMMETED in
March, the so-called fear gauge
reached a record high. The index
has in the past been described as
a sort of misery barometer, but
it is not entirely as it sounds.
The Chicago Board Options
Exchange (CBOE) first unveiled
the Volatility Index [VIX] — also
commonly referred to as the VIX —
in January 1993. Its creation was to
be used as a way to measure expected
future volatility in the markets.
It was also to be used as an
index on which futures and options
contracts on volatility could be
written, as trading volatility had
long been considered beneficial.
Known as the father of the fear
gauge, Robert Whaley, a professor
of management and head of the
Financial Markets Research Center
at Vanderbilt University, was
commissioned by the exchange
in the fall of 1992 to develop
a formula that could measure
volatility based on option prices.
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Given that the CBOE had a
monopoly on index option trading
through its S&P products at the
time, Whaley was able to take data
on the entire history of trades and
invert the option pricing formula
to determine the projected shortterm volatility.
Institutional investors — those
that the index is basing its expected
volatility on in the futures market
— use S&P 500 options (mainly
puts) as a way to hedge risk. When
an unexpected macro event like the
coronavirus pandemic earlier this year
occurs, they rush out to buy them.
“As a result, since the VIX
depends on those index puts and
its computation, if the price of S&P
500 index puts goes up, the VIX goes
up. That’s the reason it’s called the
fear gauge,” Whaley tells Opto.
The index has since grown to
become one of the most watched on
the markets, but it wasn’t long until
speculative stock players started
to utilise it to place bets on fear.
From a simple tracker
to a giant trading ecosystem

When the VIX was first released,
it was mainly used as a metric for
driving buying and selling decisions.
However, the CBOE had intended it
to be used as an asset. “They wanted
volatility in play,” Whaley recalls.
It took the exchange’s product
development committee 11 years to
finally be able to launch the VIX on
the futures market in 2004. Then
in February 2006, VIX options
were introduced. These securities
were a more attractive proposition,
as it allowed people to buy the
VIX as another form of portfolio
insurance. By buying put options,
investors could hedge their portfolio
against a sudden downturn.
“[Investors sought] protection
against black swan events, which
are essentially like spikes upward in
the level of VIX,” Whaley says. He
explains that buying VIX options
effectively meant investors were

“getting a clean bet on volatility,
as opposed to S&P put options,
which are really two bets”.
Consequently, the VIX futures
market took off among corporate
investors. Because of the index’s
reliance on puts for computation, the
VIX acts as a sort of “bias predictor”,
according to Whaley. It represents
the expected future volatility over
the next 30 days. He likes to think
of it as an insurance contract.
“When things broke loose
was January 2009,” Whaley recalls,
just after the financial crash. It was
then that Barclays introduced the
first VIX exchange-traded note,
ultimately taking the index out of
the derivatives market.
The unstoppable rise
of volatility trading

The transition from the futures
market to the retail market was fast,
especially given the latter’s size
and how easy it is to open a trading
account. “There are something like
100 times more security trading
accounts than futures trading
accounts,” Whaley notes.
Jason Miller, an independent
trader speaking to The Wall Street
Journal, best summed up its growing
popularity as a trading strategy when
he stated that “one person’s fear is
another person’s opportunity”.
The fear of future market shocks
spurred many independent investors
to start including products like the
VIX, that rise during a steep sell-off,
in their portfolios
There were teething issues, of
course, and the VIX presented a bit
of a riddle for those who didn’t
properly understand it. Many
outside the options industry
projected meaning onto it that
simply wasn’t there, such as the idea
that trading on expected market
moves can itself move markets.
When Credit Suisse introduced its
own VIX futures products — including
the TVIX, which allowed investors
to double their bets on VIX futures
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— considerably more risky bets were
being placed. The firm was forced to
remove the product this year after it
rose by 206% in H1. The closure raised
concerns that the bank would not be
able to adequately hedge its clients’
positions, the Financial Times noted.
Despite that, and to this day, VIX
products are among the 20 most
actively-traded securities on the US
stock exchange. That’s a worrying
development, Whaley suggests, as
all an investor is doing is taking a
directional bet on an index. “It’s not
as if you’re buying anything that is
socially constructive in any way. In
essence, you’re just reading from the
person on the other side of the trade.”
Volatility players pounce
on a market tailspin

The popularity of trading volatility
was exacerbated earlier this year
with the arrival of COVID-19 and
the ensuing market panic. The selloff in March — the most volatile
month in the stock market’s history —
ballooned uncertainty and attracted
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“It’s not as if you’re buying anything that is
socially constructive in any way. In essence,
you’re just reading from the person on the
other side of the trade”
– Robert Whaley, Vanderbilt University

fresh interest in volatility bets.
Around the same time that the
S&P 500 was tumbling to $2,398 on
18 March, the VIX index was fresh
off a record high of 82.69, achieved
on 16 March.
As a result, tail-risk volatility
strategies outperformed the
market. The CBOE Eurekahedge
Long Volatility Hedge Fund Index
and the CBOE Eurekahedge Tail
Risk Hedge Fund Index returned
39.7% and 44.3%, respectively, in
the first quarter of the year.
Since its inception, the VIX index
has averaged around the 18 mark,
however, Whaley doesn’t expect it
go back to that level until well
into next year. In late August,
the index was around 22.5.
“There is ongoing uncertainty

about the pace of an economic
recovery and how quickly a
vaccine might be found, but the
dispersion around these projected
rates, which the VIX measures, is
getting lower,” Whaley explains.
While the VIX’s recovery has not
been linear, market confidence has
grown since March and the index will
keep falling. But this isn’t a given.
“The wild card for me is the US
election. This is where the rationality
argument loses its wheels, and why
it will probably take until 2021 to get
below the 20 level,” Whaley says.
Trading complicated derivatives
is not easy, but if volatility-related
products are used as a mechanism
for placing short-term directional
bets, it can sometimes prove to
be an effective hedging tool. 1
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